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Dated:Monday, 07th January 2019.

ADDRESS TO: Ms. Shirquille Sande
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES MOVEMENT

RE: Building An International Network Of Indigenous People

!Gâi Tsēs (good day) and Shalom;

We are the SABAIM a Nation of old.

I am Edgar Y. Phillips the Chairman of a Non Profit Company called the SABAIM-NPC based in South
Africa.

Historical Synopsis:

Our Geographical Territory stretches forth from the Congo River to the southermost tip of Africa in
others words; most or entire Southern Africa. This is the territory that belonged to or was occupied by
our ancestors way before Conquest or Invasion from the tribes of the north-west and central Africa and
before Salt-water Colonialism by the Europeans.

The Concept of The Bill:

Since 2007 the South African State has signed the resolution on the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP-2007), with a further intent of ratifying ILO Convention No. 169.
However, until thus far nothing has come to pass nothing has materialised and ILO Convention No. 169
is still not signed nor ratified.

To date, a deviation of the initial intent has arisen in the form of a draft Bill called the Traditional Affairs
Bill, 2011 which is now in its current form called the Traditional and Khoi-San Leadership Bill, B23-2015.
The Bill, when looking at it is clearly a means to attempt, coerce or force the Indigenous Peoples of
South Africa to assimilate and integrate which was a strict critic in the 1980’s by the Indigenous Peoples
who participated at International Fora, accusing the ILO Convention No. 107 as encouraging assimilation
and integration. Hence the meeting of ILO Experts to revise Convention No. 107 in 1986.

The draft Bill in August 2011 has been reviewed by a group of Advocates from the Office of the High
Commissioner on Human Rights in Geneva Switzerland. The Bill is said to fall significantly short of
International Standards and might lead to divisive power struggles for those seeking this new form of
recognition which is currenlty happening as we speak.

Further the Bill states in Section 1 (5) “The provisions of this Act relating to the recognition of a
traditional or Khoi-San community or leader shall not be construed as bestowing upon such a
community or leader any special indigenous, first nation or any other similar status.”
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The above quote from the Bill gives us an indication that we are no where near obtaining the
recognition as the Indigenous Peoples of South or Southern Africa and it epitomises the intent to coerce
us into assimilating with other Traditional Communities.

The Concept of Land:

Furthermore, we face a new problem. There is a rapid outcry around the issue of Land Re-Distribution
motivated by Party Politics. As the Indigenous Community we have not been consulted on the matter as

per ILO Convention No. 169 Article 6.1 “ In applying the provisions of this Convention, governments

shall: (a) consult the peoples concerned, through appropriate procedures and in particular through
their representative institutions, whenever consideration is being given to legislative or administrative

measures which may affect them directly;”

We fear we may be staring Civil unrest and political instability in the face should things continue in the
way it is currenlty. It could eventually lead to the total extermination of the Indigenous Peoples of
Southern Africa.

We feel honoured to have this opportunity to work with the Indigenous Peoples of the World addressing
various challenges and issues and hope that we would also be assisted in our plight to gain recognition
and self-determination & self governance as an Indigenous Nation.

We hope to hear from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Edgar Yochanan Phillips
CHAIRMAN
SABAIM-NPC


